Hacemos un Cartel de Respeto
Instrucciones:

Take a look at the model on the back and create a unique representation
of what we should expect from each other in class this year.
There are 3 expectations for this activity:
-We work together in our groups.
-That we make a poster of quality so we are proud of it.
-That we use some of the words below in our poster.

Me llamo _____________

~Unas palabras importantes~
levantar la mano = raise your hand

prestar atención = pay attention

trabajar juntos = work together

ser respetuosos= be respectful

hablar en español = talk in Spanish

respetar a todos = respect everyone

estudiar mucho= study a lot

tratar bien a todos- treat all nicely

entregar la tarea = turn in homework

tomar turnos = take turns

prepararse = be prepared

organizar la sala = organize the room

sentarse = sit down

comenzar a tiempo = start on time

estar silenciosos = settle down

escuchar a todos = listen to all

seguir las reglas = follow the rules

intentar lo mejor = try your best

responder cuando puedas = respond when possible

obedecer las reglas = obey the rules

entender las reglas = understand the rules

no perder tiempo = do not waste time

no burlarse de otros = don’t make fun of others

estar a tiempo = be on time

Use the words in RESPETO to create a poster of expectations.
1) Choose a Spanish word from the front page that contains a letter in the word “RESPETO”.
2) Write the Spanish word and build it into the word “RESPETO”.
3) Explain what the Spanish word means in English and add a few details.
4) Follow the model below.

Respetar:

Respect everyone including teachers, other students, and ourselves.

Estudiar:

Study every night so we are ready for quizzes and tests.

Ser Respetusosos:

Be respectful of others’ feelings and belongings.

No

Perder Tiempo:

Let’s not waste time by staying focused.

Estar a tiempo:

Arrive on time to class and prepared.

Tomar turnos:

Let everyone have a turn or answer a question.

Organizar la sala

Keep the room clean and neat for the next class.

